Prime mover and 45ft drop deck jumbo trailer combination, used for local, intra and interstate movements.

14 Pallet Taut liner rigid vehicles used for side loading where rear loading is not possible. Suitable for bulk packed items.

Prime mover and 48ft straight deck tri axel trailer combination used for local, intra and interstate movements.

Prime mover and 48ft straight deck tri axel trailer combination used for local, intra and interstate movements.

10 Pallet purpose built Pantech rigid vehicle used for tailgate and normal service delivery modes.

6 Tone purpose built vehicle crewed by two or more men, specializing in the relocation of computer room, data bureaus, medical systems etc where complete relocation and installation solutions are sought.

COPE'S FLEET
COPE'S FLEET

6 Tone purpose built low profile Pantech vehicle crewed by two or more men, specializing in the relocation of computer room, data bureaus, medical systems etc where a complete relocation and installation solutions are sought. Built to suite the demands of inner city loading facilities with height restrictions.

Purpose built 3 Ton tailgate Pantech ideal for size restricted delivery and pickup locations.

Purpose built Ford Transit Van with modified maximum security systems, including steel plated windows, security roller doors and internal steel cage system.

Fiat Razor-Back used for the movement of smaller business and medical equipment i.e. photocopiers, small computer systems and medical systems and Ultrasounds. This vehicle has a hydraulic floor that can be raised and lowered at the push of a button.